
Introduction to Track Cycling  
What to Expect and How to Upgrade 
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Track cycling history 
¨  Track racing dates back to the late 1800s and 

6-day racing events 



Velodrome basics 
¨  Velodromes can range from 

less than 200 meters to over 
500 meters in length 

¨  Wood, concrete, and asphalt 
are common surface materials 

 
¨  Current Olympic velodrome 

standard is a wood indoor 250 
meter velodrome with banking 
of around 45 degrees 

¨  Ed Rudolph Velodrome (aka 
Northbrook) is a 382 meter 
asphalt velodrome with 
banking of around 20 degrees  

2012 London Olympic Velodrome  

Ed Rudolph Velodrome 



What are the colored lines on the track? 
¨  The ”blue band” or “cote d’azur” marks the track’s 

inside boundary. Racers may not ride on or below 
this band. The area below the blue band 
extending to the grass is called the “apron.” 

¨  The black “measurement line” is used to measure 
the distance around the track.  When doing 
pursuits or time trials, use this line as a guide. 

¨  The red “sprinter’s line” defines the border of the 
sprint lane. The leading rider in this lane is said to 
“own the lane” and may only be passed by a rider 
going over on the right. NO PASSING BELOW 
RIDERS IN THE SPRINTERS LANE. Additionally once a 
sprint is engaged, a racer who is leading and in 
the sprinter’s lane can not leave it.  

¨  The uppermost blue line is the “stayer’s line” or the 
relief line. It marks the boundary between faster 
and slower traffic, with the faster riders below the 
line and the slower “relief” riders above the line. 
When warming up, riders will mostly ride above this 
line. 



What kind of bike do I need?   

Road > MTB pedals 

So how do I stop? 



The track cycling kit 
¨  What you wear on 

the road is 
appropriate for the 
track (jersey, bibs) 

¨  Many racers choose 
to wear gloves for 
hand protection  

¨  Always wear a 
helmet! 

¨  There is no 
requirement for aero 
gear! 



How to get started 

¨  Track categories and upgrades 
¨  Clinics – Mondays, Tuesdays, special 

weekend clinics 
¨  Racing – general racing events, cat 5 

specific events 
¨  Upgrades 



Track categories 

¨  Racers are grouped into categories which 
start at 5 and progress to 1 

¨  In order to upgrade to the next higher 
category, riders attain a predetermined 
number of upgrade points 
¤ Cat 5s also demonstrate basic skills (through 

clinic attendance) 

 



Track upgrades 
Category 5 to category 4 
¨  The NCC, track officials, and ICA have created a points based system for cat 5 to cat 4 upgrades.  

¨  In order to upgrade a rider must attain 12 points, of which 4 must be from a race event. The points 
breakdown are as follows: 

¨  Attend a clinic = 2 points 
¤  Monday Structured Training (4/24-8/28) **new racers are encouraged to attend Mondays** 

¤  Women’s Introductory Track Clinic (4/22) 

¨  Attend the Fundamental Track Cycling Clinic = 9 points total (6 clinic points, 3 racing points) 
¤  Saturday 5/6 

¨  Participate in a race event = 1 point 
¤  Men's Category 5 race events for 2017 include 

n  Select Monday nights (TBD by Kevin) in conjunction with Monday night training (NEW FOR 2017) 

n  Category 5 Thursday racing nights (5/18, 6/29, 8/3) 
n  Saturday Sprint Omniums (5/13, 6/10, 7/8) 

¤  Women's Category 5 race events for 2017 
n  All Thursday racing nights (as a combined category 4/5 field) 

n  Select Monday nights (TBD by Kevin) in conjunction with Monday night training (NEW FOR 2017) 
n  Saturday Sprint Omniums (5/13, 6/10, 7/8) 



Track upgrades 
¨  Track your 

progress on our 
new Google 
upgrade 
spreadsheet 

 
¨  Link will be 

available on 
ervelo.com 



Monday nights 
Structured training / rider development 
¨  The rider development program is 

designed to introduce new riders to 
track racing and provide an effective 
& focused training session to 
experienced track racers 

¨  Monday nights from 4/24 - 8/28 
(excluding holidays) 

¨  Cost: $10 
¨  Requirements: Helmet & track bike (a 

limited number of loaner bikes are 
available, bring your own pedals) 

¨  6:30 Registration and warm up 

¨  **NEW FOR 2017: Kevin will host racing 
on select Monday nights after training, 
this will count towards a cat 5 to cat 4 
upgrade** ¨  Led by Kevin Perez, Category 2 track racer and 

NCC’s Director of Rider Development 



Tuesday nights 
Open training 
¨  Tuesday nights are open training 

nights and perfect for riders who 
have their own training plans 

¨  This event runs every Tuesday 
night from 4/25 – 8/29 (excluding 
holidays) 

¨  Cost: $10 

¨  Time: 6:00 – 9:30 pm (riders are 
free to come and go as they 
please) 



Women’s clinic  
April 22nd  8:00 am – 12:00 pm 

¨  Intro to track bikes, 
velodrome basics, proper 
track etiquette, mock track 
racing, training techniques 
and group riding skills 

¨  Bring: helmet, cycling shoes, 
pedals, appropriate cycling 
gear 

 
¨  Cost: $15, cash or check only  Photo: Snowy Mountain Photography 

Contact francinemhaas@gmail.com to arrange a bike loan 
Rain date: April 23 

 



Fundamental track cycling clinic 
May 6th  12:00 pm – 4:00 pm  

¨  This special training session is designed for new 
riders. We will focus on proper training 
methodology, track etiquette and safety, racing 
skills, and elite training techniques. All riders and 
all categories are welcome to attend! 

¨  Bring: helmet, cycling shoes, pedals, appropriate 
cycling gear 

¨  Cost: $25, cash or check only (loaner bikes 
available) 

¨  Registration: 11 am-12 pm, clinic starts at 12 pm 

¨  There is a park district running event in the park, 
please be mindful of those participants 

¨  Rain date is 5/7  

**This clinic counts for 75% of the cat 5 to cat 4 
upgrade requirement** 

¨  Led by Kevin Perez, Category 2 track racer, Northbrook Velodrome's Monday Night Training 
Coach, and Northbrook Cycle Committee's Director of Rider Development 



Thursday night racing 
¨  Thursday category racing: 

¤  Juniors, Cat 1/2 M, Cat 3 M, Cat 4 M, Cat 1/2/3 W, Cat 
4/5 W 

¤  Cat 5 M on select nights (5/18, 6/29, 8/3) 

¤  3 mass start races a night, each race usually about 
5-20 minutes in duration 

¨  Registration: 5:30 pm to 6:30 pm  

¨  Cost: $25 adults, $15 Juniors (+$5 to race in 
category) 

¨  Racing: 6:45-10:00 pm(ish) 

¨  May 11– September 7 

¨  Keep traffic in mind, need to leave city by 5 pm 
to make it in time to register 



Thursday night racing 
¨  We use cloth numbers for Thursday 

night racing 
¤  A “number” = two cloth numbers, placed 

on right and left side of back 
¤  One number is used all season, don’t lose 

it! 

¨  Numbers are available on our special 
pre-season number pick-up on May 8th 

 

¨  Cost: $25 (first week only, 5/8 and 5/11), 
$30 starting week 2 
¤  Temporary paper numbers are available 

for $5 (one night use only), subsequent 
temporary numbers are $10 

¤  Replacement cloth numbers are $25 



Weekend racing opportunities 
Open to all category racers 
¨  Saturday Sprint Omniums  

¤  May 13th, June 10th, July 8th 

¤  Flying 200s with sprint tournament  + 
2 short mass start events 

¤  Cost: $10  
¤  Counts for upgrade for cat 5 to 4 
¤  Prizes: Experience and bragging 

rights 
 

¨  State Championships 
¤  June 17th and 18th: Juniors 

(Kenosha) 
¤  July 29th: Masters timed events 
¤  August 12th and 13th: Elite timed 

events + sprints 



Track upgrades redux 
Category 5 to category 4 
¨  The NCC, track officials, and ICA have created a points based system for cat 5 to cat 4 upgrades.  

¨  In order to upgrade a rider must attain 12 points, of which 4 must be from a race event. The points 
breakdown are as follows: 

¨  Attend a clinic = 2 points 
¤  Monday Structured Training (4/24-8/28) **new racers are encouraged to attend Mondays** 

¤  Women’s Introductory Track Clinic (4/22) 

¨  Attend the Fundamental Track Cycling Clinic = 9 points total (6 clinic points, 3 racing points) 
¤  Saturday 5/6 

¨  Participate in a race event = 1 point 
¤  Men's Category 5 race events for 2017 include 

n  Select Monday nights (TBD by Kevin) in conjunction with Monday night training (NEW FOR 2017) 

n  Category 5 Thursday racing nights (5/18, 6/29, 8/3) 
n  Saturday Sprint Omniums (5/13, 6/10, 7/8) 

¤  Women's Category 5 race events for 2017 
n  All Thursday racing nights (as a combined category 4/5 field) 

n  Select Monday nights (TBD by Kevin) in conjunction with Monday night training (NEW FOR 2017) 
n  Saturday Sprint Omniums (5/13, 6/10, 7/8) 



Basic rules and etiquette 
¨  The faster rider is responsible for passing safely. 
¨  Slower riders are responsible for riding in a straight line and allowing faster 

riders to pass predictably. Never “get out of the way” of a faster rider -- 
maintain a straight line instead. 

¨  One meter from the top of the track is reserved for riders accelerating for 
flying starts. 

¨  Turn your head in the direction you will be turning. If clear, you may gradually 
move up or down the track, paying attention to where you are going and 
being careful of overtaking traffic at the same time. 

¨  As you approach a slower rider, command “STICK” or “STAY” in order to 
indicate to the slower rider you are passing. 

¨  If you hear the command “STICK” or “STAY,” ride in a straight line. 
¨  Never ride more than two abreast while going slow in a non-race situation, 

such as a warm up or group training. 
¨  When on foot, always look both ways before you cross the track! 
 



What are the track events? 
¨  Mass start events (run on 

Thursday nights)  
¤  Scratch 
¤  Unknown distance 
¤  Points 
¤  Elimination, miss and out, devil’s 

scratch 
¤  Tempo 
¤  Point a lap 
¤  Snowball 
¤  Win and out (Belgian and Danish) 
¤  Chariot 
¤  Keirin 
¤  Madison (also team event) 
¤  International omnium 

¨  Individual events (run on 
weekends) 
¤  200 m flying TT/match sprints 
¤  Individual pursuit 
¤  Kilo TT/500 m TT 
 

¨  Team events (run on weekends, 
Madison on Thursday nights) 
¤  Team sprint 
¤  Team pursuit 
¤  Madison (see mass start events)  



Scratch and unknown distance 
¨  The scratch race is the simplest of 

all the endurance events; a bunch 
race over a set distance and the 
first across the line wins. 

¨  Despite its simplicity, the scratch 
race can be an enthralling contest, 
with breakaways, lap gains and 
bunch sprints. 

¨  The unknown distance race is 
identical to the scratch race only 
run over an unknown distance, 
riders will hear the bell with one lap 
to go.  Photo: Snowy Mountain Photography 



Points race 
¨  The points race is a bunch event 

over a set distance with points 
available at ‘intermediate sprints’ 
for the first four riders across the 
line (5/3/2/1), the last sprint of the 
race is worth double points.  

¨  20 points are also given for lapping 
the field and the rider with the 
most points at the end wins. 

¨  Sounds simple but in reality the 
points race is one of the most 
physically and mentally 
demanding of the track 
disciplines, with speed, stamina, 
technical skill and tactical 
awareness all required in large 
amounts. 



Elimination, miss and out, devil’s scratch  
¨  The elimination race is a race where 

every lap, the last rider across the 
finish line is called ‘out’ and must retire 
from the race (as determined by rear 
wheel). This continues until there are 
two riders left who sprint for 1st place.  

¨  The miss and out is a variation of the 
elimination, where riders are 
eliminated until there are three riders 
left, after a no-pull lap, the three 
remaining riders receive the bell and 
sprint for final placing.   

¨  The devil’s scratch is another variation 
of the elimination where half of the 
field is eliminated as in the elimination 
race, the surviving racers will then 
race a scratch race over a 
predetermined number of laps 
(usually 3-5).   



Tempo and point a lap 
¨  The tempo is a race over 

a predetermined distance 
where the first two riders 
across the line on every 
lap are awarded a fixed 
value of points (2,1). 

¨  The point a lap is identical 
to the tempo except only 
the first rider across the 
line each lap is awarded 
one point.  



Snowball 
¨  The snowball is a mass start race similar to the tempo and point a lap 

but with a more complex points breakdown.  
¤  The first rider across the finish line on the first lap receives 1 point, first rider 

on the second lap receives 2 points, 2nd place receives 1 point. On each 
subsequent lap, points and placing are increased by one, on lap 5 and 
thereafter, 1st = 5 points, 2nd = 4 points, 3rd = 3 points, 4th = 2 points. 5th = 
1 point. The most points wins. 

¤  Other variations include a point a lap structure with increasing points for 
the first rider only on subsequent laps.  

 
¨  This is the Race Director’s and the track officials’ least favorite event 

so it will rarely show up on the schedule. 



Win and out – Belgian and Danish 
¨  The Belgian win and out is a race that has a 

predetermined number of no-pull laps after 
which the bell is rung and the winner of the 
next lap is the 5th place winner and retires 
from the race. The bell is rung again and the 
winner of the next lap is the 4th place winner. 
This continues until the bell is rung for the final 
time and the winner of that lap is the 1st place 
winner.   
¤  This is a very strategic race, especially if there are 6 

riders who have the potential to win and only 5 
places. 

¨  The Danish win and out is similar to the Belgian 
Win and Out except after the no-pull laps, the 
bell is rung and the winner of the next lap is 
the 1st place winner of the race.  The bell is 
rung again and the winner of the next lap is 
2nd place.  This continues until all places have 
been won. 



Chariot  
¨  The chariot is a one lap 

standing start race 
where riders line up at 
the start/finish line and 
are held by holders.  

¨  The race begins with 
the starting gun and 
the first rider across the 
finish line is the winner.   



Keirin 
¨  The Keirin is a race where the racers 

draw numbers for placement on the 
track, with the racer drawing 1 
placed next to the sprinter’s line with 
subsequent numbers place in order 
up to the rail.  

¨  Riders are held in place with holders 
and the race starts with the starting 
gun. The rider who drew number 1 is 
obliged to be behind the motor.  

¨  Riders are ‘paced’ by a motorcycle 
for the first part of the race.  After the 
‘pacer’ exits the track (with 1.5 laps 
to go at Northbrook) the racers sprint 
the final distance to determine their 
placing.   

¨  The Keirin is usually run in heats with 
the top finishers advancing to the 
final.   

Photo: Edmund White 



Madison 
¨  The Madison is named after Madison 

Square Garden in New York, one of 
the birthplaces of track racing. 

¨  The Madison is a ‘relay’ points race for 
teams of two riders who take turns 
racing over a set distance.  

¨  Like the points race, there are points 
available for intermediate sprints (5, 3, 
2, 1) and lap gains. The Madison also 
awards double points for the final 
sprint. 

¨  One team member is competing at 
all times, while the other team mate is 
riding ‘in relief’ (or resting.)  The riders 
do a high speed ‘hand-sling’ to 
exchange places. 

Photo: Snowy Mountain Photography 



International omnium 
¨  The international 

omnium is a mass start 
event that is composed 
of 4 races, the scratch 
race, elimination, 
tempo, and points 
race.  

¨  Riders are awarded 
points based on 
placing in the first 3 
events, with the final 
event, the points race, 
scored as a normal 
points race 

 



Match sprint and 200 m flying TT 
¨  A match sprint is a head-

to-head contest between 
two riders over 2 laps of 
the track. 

¨  Competition begins with a 
200 meter flying time trial 
which decides the seeding 
for the sprint tournament. 

¨  Racing is highly tactical 
yet explosive, with slow 
‘cat and mouse’ tactical 
battles followed by all-out 
drag races for the line. 

 



Individual pursuit 
¨  The individual pursuit is a standing 

start timed event over 4000 m for 
men and 3000 m for women, riders 
are held and released with the 
starting gun. 

¨  A racer’s finishing place is 
determined by their time 
compared to the other 
participating racers 

¨  This is where you will see some high-
tech equipment. Carbon fiber 
wheels, aero bars, aero helmets 
and skin suits are commonly used 
for this event. Photo: Edmund White 



Kilometer TT/500m TT  
¨  A pure standing start 

effort against the clock, 
the time trial is 500 
meters for the women 
and a kilometer (or 
killermeter) for the men. 

¨  Either way, it’s known as 
one of the most 
punishing of the track 
disciplines, often 
favoring sprint athletes 
towards the 
‘endurance’ end of the 
spectrum. 

Photo: Edmund White 



Team sprint and team pursuit 
¨  Team sprint:  

¤  A standing start all-out effort, the 
team sprint involves three riders over 
three laps for the men and two riders 
over two laps for the women. 

¤  At the end of each lap the front rider 
leaves the track until only one 
remains. Races are short and thrilling, 
with titles decided by thousandths of 
a second. 

¨  Team pursuit:  
¤  Similar to the individual pursuit but for 

teams of four riders. 
¤  Both men and women compete 

over 4000 meters in this technically 
exacting discipline, which sees teams 
ride in formation often just a few 
centimeters apart. 

Photo: Edmund White 



Getting to the track during the week 

¨  Leave the city 
by 5 pm 

 
¨  Expect traffic! 
 
¨  On Thursday 

nights, you 
need to arrive 
by 6:30 to 
register 



Weather updates and 
other important info  
¨  NEW FOR 2017: For Thursday night 

racing cancellations, the NCC is 
introducing an opt-in text message 
system 
¤  Sign up at Thursday night registration 
 

¨  Clinics and weekends will continue to 
use Twitter (@edrudolphvelo) and the 
Thursday Night Racing page on FB for 
weather updates and race 
announcements 

¨  Instagram (@edrudolphvelo) for 
racing photos  



ERV schedule 
¨  The track is open to 

the public as long as 
an NCC or Northbrook 
Park District (NPD) 
event is not scheduled 

¨  The 2017 NCC event 
calendar is posted on 
ervelo.com  



ERV schedule 
¨  The Northbrook Park 

District’s velodrome 
schedule is posted 
as a PDF on 
nbparks.org 
àFacilitiesàEd 
Rudolph Velodrome 



Thank you! 

¨  Rapha Chicago 
¨  Edmund White 
¨  Snowy Mountain Photography 


